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Think you know everything there is to know about your significant other? Put your knowledge to the

test with this fun book of questions for every aspect of your relationship. Whether you are in a newer

relationship or have been married for 20 years, this book is aÂ fun way to see how well you really

know that special someone. This book is broken down into sections with questions for the different

aspects of your relationship. Each person answers the questions individually and then compares

his/her answers with the other person. The person with the most correct answers wins that section

and gets to chose from a reward given by the other person. The Quiz Book for Couples is a great

way to spen quality time with your significant other, engage in a little healthy competition, and learn

more about each other and yourself!
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I bought this to use on our ten-year anniversary weekend. We laughed so hard at some of the

differences of how we each recalled certain memories--we needed that reconnection! We thought

we were answering different questions because our answers were so dissimilar. It was fun to laugh

with my husband again.

I bought this for my boyfriend for Valentine's Day and we are having so much fun filling it out!

Sometimes I have to stop and think if I know the answer myself to the questions he is answering

about me.... It is so funny to see what little things we each remember or know about each other.

Sometimes he has a better answer about what I like than I do. We are just doing one or two quizzes



at a time so the book lasts for a while and really enjoying it. It brings up a lot of fun memories and

allows us to learn even more about each other.

I got this as something to do for a rainy day or a night in. What I thought would be a corny idea

turned into possibly the best at home date we've ever had.The first round of questioning was pretty

serious, and the second round was as well. But after a few rounds of the questions, we started to

get creative, open up, and have a great time.I would recommend this to any couple, together a week

or 10 years. It is a great time if you go into it with an open mind and let yourself enjoy it.

Got this just to do for fun with the wife, but suddenly we both discovered that even after knowing

each other for 18 years, there was still things we didn't know. And the really funny thing was, when

we added up our scores, it was dead even!

I bought this book as part of a gift for my boyfriend because I thought it would be fun, and it is!

There are quizzes based on different topics and the quizzes aren't too long to the point where it gets

boring to do. I really like that they have rewards at the end of each quiz for the loser to do for the

winner. The rewards aren't that extreme either so they are do-able. It's a great way to learn more

about each other and really fun too. Sometimes the partners answers are fun to laugh at. Great

book! but I thought it was a bit pricey for a such a small soft-cover book.

I love books with unique and fun questions and quizzes for us to keep learning about each other.

This was two copies of really basic questions anyone who has been together a while already knows.

Returned it.

What a great book! We are having a fun time filling out the questions, but the real fun comes from

sharing answers. This has been a great resource as we get ready to take the plunge into marriage.

It's not as great as pre-marital counseling, but it's still good!

This seems like a really fun book to complete with your significant other. I just bought it last week

and we completed our first category the other day. With work and our schedules, we decided when

we are able to see each other, we would try and complete one category each time. Takes maybe 10

mins tops. Depending on how well you know the answers! How to play: You are given a category.

The first one, for example, is Relationship Firsts. Partner A answers a set of questions (multiple



choice, fill in the blank, or T/F) then turns the page so Partner B can now complete the same exact

questions. No peeking! Once you've both completed, you go back to A's answers and you and your

partner decide what's right and wrong. And then do the same for B's answers. You count how many

you've each gotten right and fill it in on the score page (located after Partner B's answers). It's really

fun and is something different to do with your partner and a funny and competitive way to see who

knows/remembers more. Plus there are rewards for who gets the most right ;) I definitely

recommend it. We've been having fun with it!
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